
Fill out our matching request form letting us know what vendor categories you want to be matched
in.
Complete our matching questionnaires
Wait as our Vendor Specialists do their magic and find your top 3 vendor matches in each category
Receive your matches, along with questions to ask your vendors.
Not only will we give you your top matches, but you also get an extensive list of vendors in that
category

We know that finding the perfect vendor and venue fit for you can be a challenge! With so many to sort
through, it can seem impossible to weed through everyone. After 3 or 4 vendors in a specific category, most
couples give up the search under the pressure to book their vendors in time. 

We take all that work and stress out of it for you! We will sift through hundreds of vendors to find you the
services you are looking for on any budget! With over 30 years of wedding planning under our belt, we
know all the questions to ask to get you the information you need.

How it works! 

Divine Vendor Matching

package options:

Top 3 matches in four vendor
categories
Full list of vendors in those
category
12 Months access to online
vendor directory and coupon
packet (NEW! Updated weekly)

Four Vendors: $299
Includes:

Top 3 matches in any vendor
categories through the
planning process
12 Months access to online
vendor directory and coupon
packet (NEW! Updated weekly)
3 months FREE access to our
online, wedding planning
program!

Unlimited Vendors: $499
Includes:

Top 3 matches in two
vendor categories
Full list of vendors in that
category

Two Vendor: $149
Includes:

FREE!



After completing our personalized vendor questionnaires, our specialists do the work for you by sorting
through our directory containing hundreds of vendors. 
Once our specialists have narrowed vendors down, based on your specific needs, vision, and desires. They will
present you with your top 3 matches in each category, plus give you an extensive list of other options.

All of our Divine Specialists specialize in a different vendor category. This allows them to focus on their area
of expertise, build better relationships with our vendors and give you the BEST matches.

You receive access to our full vendor directory, containing hyperlinks, phone numbers, and vendor profiles.
This directory is constantly being updated.
 Our packet contains exclusive promotions and coupons that run for a full year with our vendors.

Many of our vendors have made the decision to join our Business Builders Association.                          
 These vendors are committed to not only improving their businesses but also                                            
 the event industry as a whole.

Keep your eye out for vendors showcasing our Ethics Badge.                                                                            
These vendors have taken an oath to maintain ethical business practices!

Another badge you will see many vendors showcasing is our special offer badge!                                                 
These vendors offer discounts and upgrades to our clients!

Vendor & Venue Matching

Vendor Specialists

Vendor Directory & Coupon packet

Vendor Badges
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